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SEATTLE COLLEGE
Z— 800

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, APRIL 12, 1940

VOL. VII.— No. 22

Registration Ended Frosh-Soph Pictures
For Cup Tournament Feature Aegis

States Editor Kelly
nual intramural debate has been J Jack Brandmier, advertismi n j
completed and the participants for manager of the Aegis, has thii
Registration for the fourth an-

Men— Gather 'Round
Queen EllenCanCook

*14

Ten Dollars Awarded Dean's Office Lists
Commencement
For Best Play
Speaker
SaysPrexy Irving

Homecoming Queen, Princesses Reign
At Annual Dance Next Saturday

Plans are now being made for
Bishop Shaughnessy
the Drama Guild's Interclass play
to say, "We feel that the adver
Over
contest. Mr. Robert Irvine, presinounced. Those who have entered j tising phase of the 1940 Aegil
Guild, anof
the
Drama
dent
Graduating
Ceremonies
the competition are:Jane Marx and will be a success. $800 is out
nounces a prize of ten dollars will
By Mary Williams
Norbert Knecht, Joe Wall and Jack , goal and we now have on oui
presentbe
awarded
to
the
class
Commencement exercises for the
Cannon, Marilyn Savage and Ted books signed and sealed ovei Coronation of the Homecoming ,
ing the most outstanding one-actClass of 1940 will be held at
Mitchell, John Dillon and Dick $600. This leaves a balance ol Queen will be the highlight of the
Senior
play. This gives an opportunity
the Providence HospitalAuditorium
Bammert, Bill Moran and Joe Mc- about $200 yet to be raised.
■rating at the 4th Annual Home- ;
to
to
its
for
each
class
add
Murray, Tony Buhr and Gerry Gilon the evening of Friday, May 31,
;coming Dance to be presented by
Thanks Extended
treasury.
lespie, Ed Waite and Bill Stapleat 8:15. The Most Reverend GerCollege. This
the
students
of
Seattle
"Thanks are extended to all
Directors Select Plays
Shaughnessy, S. M., S. T. D.,
ton.
dance
will
be
in
the
Windsor
Room
ald
j
'
those who are working so hard in
The directors for the play have will preside.
Hotel
on
Washington
of
the
New
April 15th Starting Time
. this respect. Also an appeal is
selected their plays and will an- John D. Carmody, Main Speaker
This debate willbe carried on ac- I made to others to help if they Saturday, April 20. Students and!
nounce
dates for tryouts.
cording to the University plan but , can. 'The harvest is great and members of the alumni will dance
From the Dean's office comes the
The presidents of the various
Jimmie
Crane
and
to
the
music
of
schedule,
under
the
dias yet the
the workers few."
follow- official announcement that there
classes
have
selected
the
main
rection of Mr. Murphy, S'. J., who i Ann McKinnon, Circ ulatio n his orchestra.
ing directors: Senior class, Mary will be three speakers. The
Carmody,
The queen and her attendants
D.
speaker
will
be
John
is in charge of the tournament, has manager of the year book, said
Buchannan; Junior class, Larry
politician, and
not been completed. Monday, April she wished she could say that her were chosen at an election followMcDonnel; Sophomore class, Bob a prominent lawyer,
meeting,
Fristarting
ing
body
the
student
speakers are Bill
orator.
Student
15 has been chosen as the
class,
committee fared as well, "We day, April
Freshman
Betty
Irvine;
and
5. Ellen McHugh, viceMiller and Ellen McHugh. These
date of the debate.
were to sell 400 coHes of the
McCarthy and Mary Murphy.
the
Associated
Stupresident
of
two have been chosen because of
interest
in
year
This year the question is: Re- Aegis by March 31, to date, we dents,
Last
a
greater
will reign over the dance as
through the their high rating in scholarship and
solved:That medicine shouldbe so- have only sold 150 copies, leaving
drama
was
developed
activities. Ellen
Queen. Her court will include one
cialized under the subsidy of the 250 Aegis' yet to sell.
creation of the interclass tourna- extra-curricular
"I want to thank all those on princess from each class. Mary
The honors last year were McHugh is vice-president of the
Federal Government. The debate
ment.
Buchanan, secretary for the student
prominent debater,
taken by the Junior class which student body, a
has been opened only to students of the committe who worked so hard body was elected Senior Princess.
and
a
member
of
the Drama Guild.
and
in
the
Iknow
past,
Belling
Aegises.
as
in
the
dollars.
College,
was awarded ten
Seattle
Margaret 'S'cheubert, associate ediBill Miller is the Business Manevery student belonging to the "as- they all did their best."
tor of the Spectator, andEileen Mcager for the Aegis, charter member
$800 To Be Raised
sociated students" was invited to
Kay
Bride
tied
for
Junior
Princess.
of the newest honorary fraternity,
$800
take part.
There was to be
raised Leonard was elected Sophomore
the Alpha Eigma Nu, and he wa8
Mr. Murphy has announced that from the sale of the year book. Princess and Jane Marx will reign
co-chairman for the FallFloral In$300
will
have
their
There
is
of
that
fund
only
the winning team
(Photo by Pett.
as princes fromthe Freshman class.
formal.
names engraved on the Champion- raised as yet. Mr. Murphy, S.J., Co-Chairmen Announce Plans
At the student body meeting last
Senior,
Miss
Ellen
McHugh,
ship plaque in the library and the Faculty moderator says, "I feel Vince Scallon and Nadine CubFriday Ad Smith announced his
for
the
annual
queen
chosen
Seconfident
student
body
will
that
the
best speaker of the tournament
bins, announce that plans are near- attle College Homecoming ban- One of the features of the choice for chairmen to arrange the
receive the President's Cup offered will not let us down again. We ing completion. They reveal that quet and dance, shows that she Alumni Banquet at the New commencement exerciaes. They
to the winner by Father Corkery, will open circulation again next programs for the dance are to be wields a mean hand at fudge Washington Hotel, April 20, will were Bill Pettinger and Peggy McS. J., president of Seattle College. week and Ihope the entire 450 mirrors, hand engravedin Old Eng- making as well as being capable be the presentation of Alumni Gowan, and they will announce
copies left will be disposed of by
lish style.
for her royal duties.
their plans at a later date.
Loyalty cups to past winners.
the end of the week. All we Besides
the coronation of the
Among these will be Robert
need to make the beat Aegis yet Homecoming
Queen, this event feaSmith, 19S7; Edwin McCullough,
is student body co-operation."
honor, and A*d Smith will also 1938;
tures the return of the alumni. Ed of
and Addison Smith, 1939.
New Features
McCullough, president of the alum- share honors at the speakers'table. That man or woman student who
;
The following committeeis work- is to receive the cup for service
"This year the Aegis is intro- ni, announces that there will be a
ducing a new feature individual banquet before the dance. The ing with the co-chairmen on the to the College during 1939-40 will
picture for Freshman and Sopho- banquet, whichis open to the entire plans for the dance:programs,Peg- be determined by vote of the fagy McGowan; ticket sales, Mary culty,
more students," said Bill Kelly. student body, is $1.25 a plate.
alumni and students next
Notices have been placed on the AngeloMagnano, chairmanof the Lucid; Alumni, Lorraine Eisen; Tuesday, April 16.
bulletin board as to what time banquet, announces that George publicity, Mary Williams; orches- According to Father McGoldOn April 6 the regular monthly
pictures would be taken. If Stuntz will act as toastmaster.Fa- tra auditions, Bob Green and Bet- rick, S.J., the students of Seattle student body meeting was held at
these
We pause to shed a silent tear there are any first or second year ther Peronteau, S. J., faculty mod- ty McCarthy; decorations, Thomas College, before voting, should the K. C. hall.
Eileen Mcßride.
Tomorrow, Chillun', is the student* who have aa yet not bad
It was announcedat this meeting
seriously consider this choice. He
erator for the alumni, will be guest Trudelle and
last chance we atirieute will have their pictures taken, please look
be
Peggy McGowanand Bill Petcup
that
the
should
that
stated
to enjoy the faithful and luxurious on the bulletin board for the time
to the person whose loyalty tinger have been appointed cogiven
Girls
service of the Madison Street cable- and place where the pictures will
is manifest, besides being ex- chairmen for the graduation exercars. Yes, stern city officials have be taken," he continued. "This Is
cises.
cellent in the scholastic field.
ruled that they must go. Com- your last chance," he concluded. To return home over the week"Since the students help to The nominees for the Homecommencing Sunday, shiny new green
elect the most loyal student, the ing Queen and princesses were inend are Joan McHugh, Ida Fuehs,
and cream colored buses will be
Because
of
the
noticeable
man
or woman who most deserves troduced. Bob Hiltenbrand requestand Rosemary Smith. Also, Evelyn
the ed that all the students vote for one
waiting to take us up and down
McKee andJean Pressentin will vis- lack of interest displayedby it should get it," concluded
First Hill.
Dean.
of the following nominees for the
at
of
the
latter.
it
the home
students of S. C. for their
office of Queen: Ellen McHugh,
Hugo Staake suggests that SeThe ladies of St. Teresa's are
Ann McKinnon and Mary Buchanattle Collegians have a "last ride
sponsoring a card party and social Radio Program, it hasbeen
an; for junior princess; Margaret
party." We could seize the final Next Wednesday the "sweet to be held Saturday evening in the decided that unless renewed
Sheubert, Eileen McBride and Nacar as a souvenir to remind us tooth" of Seattle College students ballroom. There will be door prizes
is forthcoming,
dine Gubbins. The Sophomore nomalways of a day gone by. A very, will be treated to another taste and refreshments. The College enthusiasm
it willbe compulsory to disinees include Kay Leonardand Lorgood idea, Hugo, but the sooner of fudge, fondant, and the like.
girls are serving.
rayne Eisen.Those nominatedfrom
the
things
forget
prothe
we
The public is invited to attend, continue all future
Virginia Gemill, chairman of
the freshman class were Jeanne
better.
sale
anand
there
is
a
cents
candy
charge
Junior
class
of
35
grams.
the
Pressentin, Maryalice Geyer and
silent
another
per
to
shed
will
be
pause
person.
We
nounces that this event
Have you ever considered how Jane Marx.
tear.
held in the College building from
♥ ♥
easily a minor in music can be 66until
the
morning
in
the
10:00
Father Beezer Gives Talk
tainedand its high enduring culture
In all seriousness we ask you supply is exhausted. The candy
value? Thanks to the radio and
Fr. Geral Beezer, S. J., gave a
to remember in your prayers the counter will be under the clock.
screen, music has become as much short talk on the Alpha Sigma Nu.
repose of the soul of Dr. W. B.
Funds Go To Junior Prom
a part of our daily lives as the lan- He stated that Seattle College has
Power who diedlast week.He was Funds received from the sale
guage we speak, the books weread. the fourteenth chapter of this naPower,
Prom,
PreJohnny
the father of
will go towards the Junior
Inability to discuss current music tional honorary which was founded
Med student here at S. C. for the annual presentation of that class
programs intelligently leads to so- at Marquette University, Milwaulast three years, and now a stu- on Graduation night. Student supcial
embarrassment and inevitably kee, Wisconsin. The officers of
of
Tennesale
assist
University
will
dent at the
port of the candy
one as lacking in culture. the Seattle College Chapter include
you
stamps
in making the Prom a success
see Medical School. Many of
Abernathy, Mary Helen
Kinney, Jean Carolyn
A
minimum
of 20 credits in music the following: Bill Miller, presiopa
Powers,
himself
an
the
committee
by
giving
knew Dr.
as a minor and dent; Louis Sauvain, vice president,
accepted
Acheson,
for
will
be
worthy
Klansiiic,
well
of
Duane
Bernard
Edward
plans
gentleman,
James
kindly
portunity to formulate
these can be easily obtained in sub- and Robert Masenga, secretary and
a bigger and better dance.
your prayers.
LeGran4, Joe B.
MartinHarold
Armstrong,
«
jects that are both intensely inter- treasurer. James Hogan and AdPatrons of the candy counter
Bammert, Dick Maurice
Lyon,
John
McDonald
and highly educational. A dison Smith are the other charter
esting
a
condelights
tasty
to
have
had
Disaster seems
are assured of
should
include a minimum of members. Those selected from the
Belaire,
the
minor
Maher,
Junior
Lena Theresa
Harriet Liston
busy week amongst S. C. students. cocted by the girls of
six credits in applied music. Re- junior class are William Berard,
Benson, Alphone Bernard
F'rinstance, Miss Kay Finn was class. Warning purchase your
Marx, Jane Eileen
quirements for Bachelor of Arts Bill Kelly Larry McDonnell, Joe
running to catch a streetcar for candy early, the supply Is limited. Biermann,
Mitchell, J. Ted
Agnes Celia
with a major in music. (See music I McMurray, Al Plachta, John Robhome last Monday (after a hard
bulletin,page 5.)
Brand, Ruth Esther
inson, Larry Hoeschen and Bob HilMurphy, Patricia Jane
day in class, no doubt), when she
tenbrand.
Brown, William C.
McMahon, Barbara Helen
was run down by an automobile.
Music Schedule
Vince Scallon Makes Announcement
She suffered heavy cuts on her
Cadley, Nancy
O'Gorman, Kohl. Aloyuius
Co-chairman of the Homecoming
Music schedule for year 1940head and consequently spent the
Campbell,
Marg.
Joseph
Osborne,
Onolee
Dance,
Hospital.
Albert
Vince Scallon, announced
General
is
1941 as follows:
night in Ballard
that this dance will be held at the
Carroll, Margaret Evelyn
Parent, Robert William
For the Fall Quarter
Today, however, we are glad to
9:10-10. Adv. Harmony, No. 51 New Washington Hotel on April 20
see that Miss Finn is back in our
Conroy, Stanley L.
Powers, Edward J.
Wigwam again
of
the
Knighta
luck,
with Jimmie Crane and his orchesyou
better
and 53, 5 credits.
midst. We wish
Cullinane,David Edward
through by doing their
Read, David Hadley
Illus. Study of Great tra supplying the music. He also
10:10-11.
Kay, the next time you meet an come
duty well. Their present servCutrone,Margaret Angela
Rebhahn, Peggy
Operas, No. 75 and 77, 5 credits. stated that anyone selling ten tickautomobile. » * *
ice is of furnishing and group11:10-12 Music Fundamentals and ets to this dance will be entitled to
Davis, Sheila Kay
Robinson, John F.
nuHarmony, No. 15 and 16, M. W. one free ticket.
According to the happy-go-lucky Ing various parties into thefound
DeFelice, Abner Conrad
Robison, Vernon V.
merous cars they have
Those freshmen and sophomores
Club
F.,
3 credits.
Hiyu-Cole
of
the
members
transportation to
available
for
who
have not had their pictures
Robison,
all
thing
Ensemble,
Th.,
Dingley,
of
Marian
William
10:00.
T.
Choral
the most disastrous
Dance.
Homecoming
and
from
the
taken
for the Aegis should do so
1credit.
happened on last Sunday's hike.
Rose, Jean H.
Tuesday, April 9, according to
services were volunteered Doyon, Sister Providence
Their
on
Fletchday
all
at
For
the
Winter
frolicing
Quarter
After
Dragovich, Jerry Joseph
Sandmeyer, Elizabeth
yearbook.
without even as much as asking
9:10-10. Adv. Harmony No. 101, Bill Kelly, editor of the
er's Bay. the group walked to for
This
shows
that
the
such.
Eisen,
Margaret
Sandersen,
Mary
Lois
D.
5 creits.
Winslow. There they amused them- club is performing the functions
10:10-11. Aprec. Course in Music
Sauvain, Louis A.
selves until time for the boat home. for which It was organized and Erskine, Mary Corrine
NOTICE TO MOTHERS
Lit. and History, (RCA records)
At that point, Father Logan pro- we should all take off our hats Evoy, Robert Joseph
Schneider, Mary Anne
The Mothers' Club is participat72-74, 5 credits.
ceeded to round up his flock. When to such a capable body who alSpurgeon, Charlotte
11:10-12. Harmony, No. 16, 46, ing in a cooking quiz on KJR at 3
he found three of them missing, ways puts their sincere efforts Fujiwara, Edward John
o'clock, April 23rd. All mothers are
Ward
and
his
Gallagher,
Styer,
he recruited Tom
M. W. F., 3 credits.
Agnes
Donald
C.
and
student
helping
in bettering
automobile and rode back to activities.
11:00. Choral Ensemble T. and urged to attend as there is a prize
Sunnier, Ethel Jean
Garvin, James E.
for the club who has the largest atTh., 1 credit.
Fletcher's Bay in search of his Mr. Hiltenbrand has informed
Williams, Mary Ruth
For Spring Quarter
tendance. According to Mrs. Louis
lost sheep. In the meantime the me that all the Knights will be Gayson, Beatrice Ann
Woods, Hohart
three sheep finished their snack wearing their sweaters next Greenhill, Sister Mary M.
9:10-10. Counterpoint, No. 109, Sauvain, president of the College
Mothers' Club, a great deal of time
in the Winslow Coffee Shop, board- week and anyone who wishes Halpin, Sister M. Fidelis
5 credits.
Yagle, Joseph George
Modern Orchestral Lit- has been spent in preparation for
ed the boat and with thirty other transportation can leave their Hogan,
10:10-11.
Young, John Richard
James Daniel
erature (RCA records) No. 153, this contest and she further urges a
hikers sailed for Seattle. The next name with any member of the
Keene,
boringlarge attendance.
were
Maxanna
Sr.
John
Michael
spent
very
hours
2 credits.
two
faithful organization.
Parents are reminded of the
ly by Father and Mr. Ward as
Huettle, Ruth
11:10-12.— Harmony 46, 51, M. W.
Signed, Vince Scallon. Kelly, William John
Mothers' and Fathers' card parthe
they waited at Winslow for the
F.,
3
credits.
Kerr, Alex Arthur
next ferrv. The moral of the story
12:00. Choral Ensemble T. and ty to be held at the D. A. R. hall,
Patronize our advertisers. MenApril 25th at 8:15 o'clock.
Th., 1 credit.
tion the Spectator when you buy.
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-News Editor
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By MAURICE O'BRIEN

By Tom Donohoe

Condemn Church
On Grounds
Of Intolerance

-

GUFF
By
PETT

I

A goodly portion of us that sit
Six slightly smudgy saddle shoes were the first things we
patiently in doctor's offices awaitw. They were relaxed at criss-cross, diagonal and horiing our turn are somewhatannoyed
ntal angles on the front lawn of our campus. They had
by the constant prattle of old ladies
By MAURICE O'BRIEN
discussing their respective operaikle sox and co-eds in them. We sighed.
Everyone is talking about the
tions.
Just
many
as
more
are
put
everyone
is
Our eyes shot upward and about, as eyes sometimes have
NEWS STAFF: Dick Bammert, Mary Ellen Beyer, Bob Borrows, out when they are forced to sit by European situation and
to
wondering
going
hapMcGinnis,
what
is
DeFelice,
McGuire,
Marielene
Francis
Davis,
Sheila
Abner
habit of doing, and our keen sense of sight perceived (of
a couple of jabbering street-car
Ted Mitchell, Peggy Rebhahn, Joan Sullivan, Rosemary Weil, Mary conversationalists relating the oft- pen in the world as a result of I things) a clear blue sky above with dabs of clouds hither
Williams, Adele Campbell, Mary Masenga, Mary Doherty, Margie sung praises of what a source of the present war. The war occupies
prominent places in the dailies and yon. To our nostrils came the delicate perfume of balmy
Scharn, Mary Cramer, Tom McGuire, Betty Germer.
pleasure it is for their husbands to the
and the war news takes up most air (the lab. crew had taken the day off). The bewitching
you
agree
side. But don't
with me
FEATURES: Tom Donohoe, Bill Kelly, Lawrence McDonnell, Maurice when Isay that Mass on Sunday of the time on the news broad- fragrance from Father Nichols' flower garden teased us
Betty
Kumhera.
O'Brien, William Pettinger, Betty Salget,
(as every day) is a place to forget casts on radio. All the news-reels further. We sighed again.
start out with war news shots and
about reviving old romances or
SPORTS: Ed Waite, Bill Berridge, Bob Dempsey, Tom Brennan. school-day acquaintanceships
and the periodicals devote more
Our eyes returned to the saddle shoes. We heard some
and a space to war than anything else
thought
time
for
more
serious
?
masculine
murmers and looked a little closer. Ah yes, sure
TYPISTS: Lucy Savage, Marialice Geyer, Ida Ganzini.
at the present time and it too is
Well, naturally you do!
enough,
among the pair of saddles was an odd selection
there
the most frequent subject of conBUSINESS STAFF
Last Sunday, though, three col- ersation that is brought up in of size twelves.
Bob Evoy '43
.....
Business Manager lege girls and a freshman carried ny group.
- Advertising
Quickly we called upon our extensive syllogistic knowlManager on from the time the priest came
Dick Walsh '43
Everyone was greatly excited in
Editor
out
on
the
altar
till
he
Exchange
edge
acquired in our beloved Logic class, and we came to the
Anne McKinnon
started the
when the President
last Gospel. They left before he lis country
■mlllMTID rOII NATIONAL ADVMTI1INS IT
astounding
conclusion that Spring had once more cast its
personal envoy to the Vatstarted the prayers ending Mass. I nt a
AdvertisingService,Inc.
K.
an.
The
old
cries
of
the
K.
K.
scintillating
spell
could see that they were put out
iginated after the last great war
CelUf PuMtlurt RtprntnlaUtt
young
against
no end when the
altar boy
Leaning
one of the stepping stones we paused to
Avi.
New York. N. Y.
42OMadison
as revived and everyone except
"
rang the bells at the Agnus Dei. It
cmraiiu BoltOK
LOI MIILII ■ «» FUKIWO
people and the meditate just as any columnist with 500 wds. and a deadline
disturbedtheir conversation to have le better informed
FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 1940
VOL. VII.
No. 22
jingling bells as a note of atholics believed that it was the would have done. Spring we unanimously decided, is very
3pect for what was about to take irst step towards having the Pope fascinating. 'Tis a remarkable institution, and there should
ke over the U. S. government.
ice. Even when the priest held
The
old cries of Papal intolerance be one in every home.
body
rist's
for the faithful to bow
sounded again and the gulThe magnetism of the Season had completely captivated
adoration those so-called "cule as usual gave credence to all even us by this time, so heaving a final sigh that would have
red" college people kept on with
propaganda that could be
THE SPECTATOR RIDES AGAIN!
sir "child-like" conflab. Ishould

_

_

National

—

-

-

...

-

"

EDITORIAL

—

Inebody

Ire

Tuttle of the oratory class to sit up and
nd. The Catholic church has caused even Mr.
the world "child-like" besnatched a dandelion. One by one with
program
gasp,
recklessly
nor
we
any
er carried on
use there is nothing quite so
rom
for
the
restrictionof
memplucked each petal from its stem in
meticulous
care
we
autiful in Church as the devotion
s of other religions in state
tie children have for the Mass.
anticipation — thus testing the affection of Ya
acities. In the United States
iVh'ether these college people
Catholics make up one fifth of
re from S. C. or any other insti—
the people that profess any retution is a fact to be passed up
on at all, and yet, or is it
the more important constituent is
le cable cars must go. Tomorrow is the last day that we
of that fact they receive
ause
this they are Catholic youths that
gaze wistfully through the stained glass windows while
h general condemnation when
are looked up to by
the younger
—
to
comes
matters of national desperately struggling to maintain equilibrium by clutching
people around them their actions
policy.
Other
churches
offer us the
window bars. No more surprises by finding that the
are quickly accepted with the rebranch whenthere is no quessult that the careful teachings of olive
apish individual who sat next to you on 5th avenue has
good parents and teachers are cast tion of government policy connectis
you and your best hat several inches into the wooda
deal
when
there
crushed
ed
with
but
aside to be replaced by the smartmatter of government business work by 4th avenue and has smashed both of you to a mere
ness of our so-called educated a
with a transaction they
masses. I'm stopping here and now; connected
us,
offer
instead
of an olive branch, shadow by 3rd. No more jumping, thumping, bumping for
already Ihave the moniker around
us fellow trolley bouncers.
as being a Deacon. Just last
We might break this melancholy spell by wondering with
;ek a freshman and his silly comEyes Turn To Rome
nion pointed me out as the writer They accuse the Catholics of be- cruel curiosity just where the heck they are going to junk
that "religious stuff."
ing intolerant and yet they are the wrecks. But we bravely stifle a wracking sob and wipe
* * *
—
the ones that practice intolerance
away a stifling tear in true respect for the departing old.
Notes about you! Patrick Smyth by their very action in condemn-""""
■ote a series of articles concern- ing us. They accuse us of wanting
Dozens of dizzydeans dancing up and down the dusty dias' the Scandinavians in Ireland, to found a theocracy and yet it
fter reading them, my only ques- was the writings of a Catholic mond invite interested individuals, inhibitive or impulsive,
ment on that.
in to the author is this: Where philosopher and social and politcaptivating
you get the store-house of in- ical economics that the Constitu- to the invigorating intramural contests currently
1
THE FAMOUS FORTY-FIFTY
tion
of
United
was
cheering
the
States
co-eds
as
well
as
the
countless
colcharming,
rmation?
Al Benson's boat
the
Forty or fifty doing thework that should be done by le, Dick White's theory of Evo- founded upon. How ill informed legians who calculatingly crash the circle into the centerand Ted Terry's don't print are those people that are ignorant
sluggers who seek
some fourteen hundred. That's about the size of it. ;ion,
please, were something of note of our own political history and field counting scores of scores of the
Spring.
still
this
yet
swing
claim to be scholars on to
their side to success
The other thirteen hundred may be gracious enough Friday Bob Quigley can realgive you a laugh when relating the theories of government.
co-eds, 'tis said, have stayed away from the ripMany
participate
They
in
some
the
activities.
passively
to
of
out his folks' former maid
I In the past week or two all the
roaring battles because they couldn't decide who to root for
may even go to one of our dances. May, that is, if don't think the prexy of the Drama eyes of the thinkers of the world —
silly, isn't it? If they are like Yankees who can't resist a
Club can throw out his chest too were focused on Rome. Everyone
the U isn't holding a dance the same night. (An aside far
wondering
was
what
was
to
days
Cory
going
Dr.
rethese
southern drawl, why not root for both sides?
es De Smet medal at Gonzaga come of the visit of Von Ribbonright here might be timely: Isn't it strange, indeed, outstanding
service. O. K. How trop of Germany to the Vatican.
that the U always stages better, cleaner, more funut getting one here at S. C. and All the diplomatic corps of every
iing it Steve Cain's way for his nation was working overtime specprovoking dances than S. C. your own school? What
iderful aid to Seattle College ulating on what move to make
causes that frame of mind?)
lents
Gene Howell'sred bow next in view of the fact that Taypip. Five gals came up to lor was representing the United
i
The Spectator doesn't feel that a negative attitude
i
lighten it for him while at Fat's States at the Vatican, and at the i
discrepBookshop.
courtesy
Island
friends
same
time
even
after
the
of
the
Guild
My
supplied
through
Rather,
apt
way
to
the
tuation.
we
think
last
week.
Books
the
is the
view
si
to let me pose with them. encies that occurred in the recent
Published this year and already making its mark on booksellers'
it is our duty to point out the innumerable benefits refused
They musri't forget that Ireland's past, Hitler sent his minister there lists is J. B. Priestley's novel, "Let the People Sing."
just as much as the Pa- too.
derived from 'paronizing local goods.' We sort of an island
"Let the People Sing" has comedy, pathos, excitement, and quite a
Bob Lowden and
cific group
How Establish Peace?
unflattering remarks about totalitarian governments. It is the
few
about
the
that
spirit
empty
to
mouth
phrases
hate
Bob Green went "South of the BorEveryone was thinking that there story of an adventure which all begins with the little, out-of-work
last week. And they weren't must
should exist at S. C.
Hate to, that is, unless we der"
be a note of peace in the comedian, Tinuny Tiverton. Timmy, although innocent, is wanted by
book-match hunting, either
If air
and
wanted to know the police of Birchester for bombing a particularly repellent statue of
All
spirit
present.
has been
of us Jack Terry were a Junior he'd eas- what kindeveryone
know that such a
of a peace it would be. Sir Benjamin Flitwick. Birchester takes this rather hard and Timmy
prexy position at S. C.
ily
get
the
have stood around in the halls and marvelled at the The kid knows everybody
IThe Speaker of the Catholic Hour is hurriedly started on The Adventure. While dodging the police he
this past Sunday expressed the meets
good-bye.
manner in which students hail each other. Every one
others who share his experiences there is the Professor, who
ideas better than any commentator
is
and finds himself without a passport; there is Sir
foreigner
a
that I've heard yet. This speaker
knows practically everyone else. Why don't we take
is is one of those short stories anticipated the questions that the George, who is amiable only when slightly pickled, and Mr. Hassock,
advantage of our potentialities? We have within the
is often used to fill up space members of the diplomatic corps who runs an auction; Hope, his very beautiful niece, who is loved by
that
is left when there is not would ask the Supreme Pontiff shy Roger Liss, and the irrepressable Daisy .owner and proprietor of
more
possibilities
of
four walls of the College the
enough news to fill up the space and that question was always the the "Dog and Bell."
friendship in one year than the U, or most other that you want filled up. Icould go same: "What kind of peace should The- friends arrived in Dunbury, find it developing certain anti-demfurther on that sentence but as Iwe establish to conclude this pres- ocratic tendencies and begin their campaign for freedom with the battle
schools for that matter, will engender in a genera- left
it Icould see that it was pretty ent war?" The speaker also antici- cry of "Let the people sing."
complicated as it was and there pated the answer of the Holy
tion.
Not a deep book but a truly hilarious one. Ithink you'll like it.
was no need for further placing it Father on that was: "What 'kind
Friendship must be based on certain fundamental in
an entirely incomprehensible of a world do you want?"
This is significant because it
elements. The most necessary requisite for friendship
again in this en- seems that at long last the people
Wandering
on
is the friends have something in common. For the lightened treatise, (Treatise?
of the world are beginning to recmost part, we at Seattle College have our religion, the well, what else could one call it?) ognize the fact that only a just
other things come to mind. How an lasting peace can be established
mightiest force of all, in common. Can the U. boast many of you know that whenever on Christian principles and the For the benefit of the eleven guys in the library who wanted
the desire is felt you can hastily only proper authority to dictate to know that girl's name (the one in the green dress) we
of anything comparable to that?
scribble up some literary gem or those principles was the Represent- haven't found out yet
It's a screaming shame that any production
This article didn't start out to be a hymn of hate political fantasy and have it pub- ative of Christ on Earth. If this as good as the last one given
by the Drama Guild should have to sufwidely
recognized,
truth weremore
(advt.)
Tony liulir could never be accused of not having the
against secular education, nor will it end that way. lished in The Spectator?
fer
a
deficit
Anything serious, witty, serene then there would be less trouble
Tony Daigle says there
interets of the Freshman class at heart
We suppose that it does have a place somewhere. We or soulfull willbe accepted. (Quick, among nations. The reason that best
another
women
in
his
life
Dick
Bammert
is nosing out all comis
widely
recogthis truth isn't more
used the U. merely as a basis for comparison. What some English prof! What do you nized
Jean Kinney was seen about
petition over a certain dark-haired girl
is
of
the
intolerant
because
that reptition of s's? Sillitera- action of the people who accuse us a week ago gazing at a swishy evening creation in a downtown winis most striking to us now is the fact that University call
tion? Ican be reached by a note of intolerance.
dow
Who were the two young ladies who wanted to know whether
or no University our students have every reason to to the Spectator office; or do EngKob Green was going on last Sunday's hike, and when answered "no"
lish profs read this paper?)
be proud of their own school. If you can't think of Think of it, 10 percent for each to know Iwill resume my English decided not to go themselves. They might be interested in knowing
the studies next quarter.) But its that he made the trek to Fletcher's Bay after all
Don Styer
one of those reasons, ask one of the famous forty or and every advertisement and
bigger the advertisementthe great- funny how your thoughts seem to must have been very surprised to find a copy of "True Confessions" in
fifty. They can give you plenty of reasons why S. C. er you profit. Then too, adver- wander in every direction. Hey! his car last Monday
Iwould like to plug some of the candidates
(excuse me call it, for Student Body offices, but Iam keeping my finger out of the pois
This
treatise
Spectator
into
the
a
tising
put
active
They
wouldn't be
surpasses all other schools.
live wire for business firms. It a thing) is horrible! Besides Ilitical pie
Who's the dark-haried fellow in Romantic Lit who is
reasons.
good
very
have
pays! Tell them that. Then come think the space is filled now any- always being accused of using dramatic technique?
if they didn't
Who is the
or
river,
review,
how. Ah
or aw
up and see us with an add.
went
to
party
feller
who
turned
social
and
a
dressed
as a
butterfly
STICK ON A STICKER
Jeepers, this idea of mine sort au revoir, or what have you (I
bride?
Iknew some awfully good gossip, but Iforgot it.
Speaking of being active, The Spectator realizes of got .sidetracked. (If an English have a straight flush, what have blushing
Tell you next week. Doris,
prof is reading: this he will be glad you?) Good bye! Brrrr its awful!
(Continued on Page 4)

What, exactly, do you think of Seattle College?
Do you think that the College is better than any
other school running? If you don't, we don't want
you around here. Because, to our mind, S. C. is worthy
of the 'last full measure of devotion' from each and
every one of its students.
It has long been a crusade of The Spectator, and
of this writer, to instill (as if one person or agency
should have to do so) more true school spirit in the
student body. There are forty or fifty students whose
loyalty no one could doubt. Those forty or fifty are
the scholars whose names are found underneath every
article pertaining to dance committees, club meetings, conferences, etc. Those forty or fifty are also
the ones who have some small amount of abuse
heaped upon their unsuspecting heads for, and we
—
quote, 'hogging all the glory.' We prefer not to com-
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SPORTS

Chieftain Chatter
By Bud Staake

" Tennis Tilt
" Predictions
" "Fore"

BUD STAAKE
Editor

HIKING

College Faces First
Test With Rangers

Hikers Invent New
'Progressive' Game

TID-BITS
SOFTBALL

ALLSTARS WIN FIRST
DIAMOND FRAY

By Bcaslcy

Here V
There

It's nice to see Doc Sweitzer
TENNIS TILT
about
school again. The other
This afternoon the Chieftain tennis squad of 1940 makes
Last
Sunday,
7,
the
April
Hiyu
For,
entertaining
the traday Doc broke down and adits formal debut at the Montlake courts
Montlake Courts Scene Cole Club took another of its in- Hunt, Seijas Flash
that, viewed from the
ditional enemy— St. Martin's. The Martian racqueteers are
mitted
vigorating hikes. Leaving Colman
For All Stars In
Of Tennis Match
Dock at 8:30, they ferried to
all set for the fray while the Maroon lineup will probably be
standpoint of maturer years,
Epic Tilt
where Father Logan
jWinslow,
Bud
Bader.
today
by
decided
Coach
intercollegiate competition in
The Seattle College Chieftains j said Mass for the natives and
Strange as it seems, neither school is the favorite to cop i will get their first test this after- !the thirty hikers.
The Softball League began Wed- athletics leaves much to be
when they meet the Rangers
After Mass the group hikednesday with the McKay All-Stars
Doc,
the match. Both are presenting greensquads, a few veterans I noon
from
St. Martin's College. The jfrom Winslow to Fletcher's Bay,registering a crushing victory over desired. Coming from
depend
on
will
victory
cinch
that
or
defeat
excepted. It's a
match will take place at the Mont- j where the large pavilion wasthe boys from the Marne. Marne this is a surprising admission.
lake courts at 3:30.
the performance of these new players.
was unsteady in the field and were Our intramural program is
opened to the club.
In the No. 1 slot for the Chiefs
East."
Art
not able to figure Riley's slants
"stranger
from
the
whisper
of a
Ranger sources
The
in
day
spent
dancing,
was
still inits infancy but the idea
will be "Bomber" Lou Sauvain,
Irvine worked hard
Luse is his name and he was number 4 man on the Rutgers veteran player for the past two playing games, and loafing inIconsistently.
catching that to participate
is
front of the fireplace. During the jon the mound for the losers but
net team last year. He will occupy the same position on the seasons. Opposing him will be Ed |
critical in games is more beneficial
his
failed
him
in
support
Donohoe, the surprise "find" of i afternoon there was what could moments .Hank Seijas with a damRanger's aggregation.
simply view them. Our
the season for St. Martin's. Don- ibe -called a "progressive ball
tripple and J. Hunt with than to
The College is going under the gun with three veterans, ohoe, who attended the college two game." They would play ball for aging
league is rolling along
softball
single were the big
ten minutes, then it would a homer and
Lou Sauvain, Paul Blugard, and Bud Bader. Dick Ross, Phil years ago has developed rapidly about
with
bat
for
the
winsixty
boys competing on
the
with
start to rain and the game would shots
Swart, Frank Buty, Frank Ryan and Bill Powers will be the and is primed to do his best against jbe discontinued until the rain ners. Berridge, subbing for the | six different teams. The
his old Alma Mater.
,had a perfect day, includ1 games are being played at
uncertain element of the squad. Frank Ryan's a letterman Bud Bader, Chieftain coach is j!stopped. The score was conven- Marne
ing a homer.
iently
forgotten.
j
of two years ago, but failed make the grade last season.
at the No. 2 spot. While Bader!
Runs Hits Errors Broadway Field, a few blocks
Late in the afternoon the weary
Seattle College has a slight edge in having three strong Ilacks Sauvain's flash he is much hikers
.12
7
3 from the College. Bud Roe,
walked back to Winslow j All-Stars
a player and always has
G
7
said before, the isteadier
Marne
5
|badminton coach, lists twentyplayers who can be dependedupon. But as I
a good game in his system. His: to take the ferry home. A couple Batteries.
thought
quality
green
of
the
that
by
the
unknown
of
fair
damsels
will
be
decided
match
opponent will be Bob Wilsfcn, a
five students who play daily
All-Stars, Riley and Mckay.
would hitch-hike to the dock, but
player. Here's hoping that the Ranger lads are a little green- letterman of last year.
Marne, Irvine, Berridge and i at Broadway Hall across the
Frank Ryan opposes Al Blair only one car stopped to give them Cairns.
in
Maroon.
boys
er than the
consideraBud Bader isin charge
in the third singles match. The I|a ride. Upon further
Istreet.
tion
the
declined.
girls
till shapes* up as a toss up. Dick
of the tennis playoffs to select
TO THE HEROES
Ross ,of boxing fame is No. 4 Father Logan and the driver of
teams for both the boys and
freshman,
today
is due man and is scheduled to play St. the car missed the ferry and had
is alive
That Charles Zeyen, College
girls.
About thirty students
They
to the quick thinking and action of two of his fellow class- Martin's mystery man. Art Luse. \ to wait for the next boat.
their
fault.
claim
it
wasn't
Rutger's
taking
part in this sport.
Luse
is
a
transfer
from
are
mates. To Tom Brennan and Alex Kerr go the heartfelt
Tom Brennan, freshman, wins Then there are a score of girls
Although it rained most of the
U.
and
little
is
known
of
him.
thanks of the whole student body, plus those of Charles Zey- Phil Swart will play Milt Os- day everyone had a fine time. The the acclaim of his fellow collegsigned for bi-weekly
en, I'm sure.
terich in the last singles match. tired but happy hikers arrived ians this week for his brilliant who have
after
a
p.
about
m.
rescue
work
on
a
Mt.
Baker
ski
YWCA.
home
7:00
swims
the
at
is developing fast and should
When Charley was lying face down in the water, uncon- Swart
trip Sunday, April 7, when Charles
"keen day."
provide
busy
Osterich
with
a
afterweek-end,
ski menOver the
scious,it was these two freshmen who snaked him from the noon.
j Zeyen failing to make a sharp
turn dropped fourteen feet, head tor Joe English led another
death trap and pumped him back to life by artificial respira- The doubles matches should see j
first into a shallow pool. Tom, group of 25 to the slopes of
opposing
had
almost
claimed
a
Sauvain
and
Bader
Donof
Mt.
Baker
slopes
tion. The white
seeing the accident, rescued
ohoe and Wilson, and Ross and
Baker. A party of 33
Charles from four or five feet of Mount
Ryan versus Blair and Luse.
ferried
subject.
water
administered
artificial
to Bainbridge Island,
getting
mushy
on
such
a
and
keep
from
It is hard to
Paul Blugard, of coast wide tenminutes
before
respiration
for 35
hiked to Fletcher's Bay, and
So, maybe you two fellows know what we mean when we just inis fame is attending the college
Charles, who
and may be able to compete for
A serious mishap was miracul- assistance arrived.
returned to Seattle eleven
say, "Thanks."
the college. He has another match ously averted last Sunday on the struck his head upon a rock and
two
hours after their morning deunconscious
for
and
one
today but if he can postpone it he Seattle College ski trip at Mt. Ba- was
PREDICTIONS
greatly indebted to parture. All things considerhours,
half
is
heroism
of
Tom
wearing
through
will be
the
thfc Chieftain col- ker
quick wit and
Now we hear the tall tale of who is going to win the Intra- ors this afternoon.
If he does play Brennan and Alex Kerr. The vic- his friends whose
ed, the student body has
sports
writers have the preceding line up will foe all tim of the mishap was Charles ability saved him from very serimural Softball League. Itseems that the
boys
were
shown itself interested in the
consequences.
ous
The
already decided who is going to win the American, National changed as he will play No. 1man. Zeyen.
party of Seattle sports outlined. Nextautumn
two
of
small
a
Coach Bader announces that the Upon descending a fourteen-foot
and Pacific Coast Leagues, (no sense playing them now) so College
will meet Pacific Lutheran slope Mr. Zeyen plunged into a cav- College skiers.
we hope to add bowling to our
your humble editor will make a clean sweep of the situation next Tuesday at Montlake. The ity, which, due to the heavy rain, Tom is a graduate of Seattle program.
An attractive offer
and is now majoring in busiand tell you who will take the 1940 Softball League title at Lutherans have a strong outfit was filled with water. The impact Prep
that
to the students in
administration,
hopes
in
was
made
and it looks like a battle royal of the plunge knocked Zeyen un- ness
Seattle College.
especially as Blugard will be able conscious as he was thrust into the his degree will culminate in a pos- this regard, with games to be
brokerage firm. ForeTo begin with, we have the Bench Bennies with "Terrible" to play then.
BowlingRecwater. Mr. Brennan and Mr. Kerr ition in a
his interests are ski- played at Seattle
Hank Seijas at the helm. Just the mention of Hank's name
chanced to see the unfortunate vic- most among
reation,
boys
but
the
and girls
photography,
the latter
ing and
tim and Brennan hastily worked
spells power plus. Now we look at the Otis aggregation
occupies a great deal of were apathetic.
of
which
Success
over the victim to restore him to
Always strong, the Otis men should be somewhere around
consciousness whileKerr went hur- his time.
With a nucleus of a small
Committee riedly for aid.
Besides his membership to the
the top of the League. Bob Green's Marne squad has a traWigwam,
Tom
n
um
b er interested in this
Knights
of
the
After a thorough first aid treatdition to uphold. What kind of tradition is rather vague, bui
promptly at ment the victim was restored con- takes an active interest in Seattle game, bowling will be added
the
school
Leaving
they got one and the Smithsonian Smashers are out for blood 7:30 Tuesday evening, twenty-five sciousness and was brought back to College affairs.
during the autumn quarter.
The Knights of the Wigwam run everything else in school hilarious andenthusiastic students the lodge where he was dried and Seattle College may "well be Swimming for the boys is
the truck hired for their given hot coffee.
i proud of having among its ranks
and plan on taking over the Softball League in their stride packed
transportation to the Roller Bowl,
I
a boy who so ably demonstrated available during any quarter
a
nanw
they
get
The Sophomores can't move an inch till
1
for a very enjoyable evening of
his cool-headedness and ability to of the year. The Hiking Club
Program I cope with any situation.
for the team. So far they haven't moved. However, experts roller skating.
S.C.
functions twelve months of
tune
agree that the sprnig thaw will have some effect. The Hill Twirling and spilling to the three
"Skater's
for
Presents
the year. Three hikes were
Waltz,"
of the
ATTENTION!
billies have sneaked a faculty member or two on their tearr hours, the students accalimed the
made
the past summer ;there
and the rest of the boys are waiting for the expected arriva party a huge success. This waa Today's Radio Program will con- Sweet-Toothed Collegians
spots in the mounsome
substantiated by the financial re- sist of another musical presentaJunior Class Girls will are
of Mr. Atherton before they prefer charges.
during the
inaccessible
port of the committee.
Al Plachta Hold a Candy Sale next tains
Thus we have reviewed the teams and must now make th< The highlight of the evening tion by S. C. students.
written
an
unof
the deep
spring
because
and Bob Irvine have
April 17th,
bet I'm the only honest sports was the awarding of the ticket usual
decision. Idon't know, and I
script for the occasion and Wednesday,
Hiyus
meet
durto the Spring Informal which was this promises to be one of the from 9:00 to 12:30 in the snows. The
writer in thebusiness.
take
these
ing
vacation to
won by Bob Laudon.
In the Front Hall.
One thing is certain,if both teams are not on the field ty A midnight ride in an open finest musicals yet given.
trips.
type of proparticular
this
past
2:10 P. M. on game day, the absent squad loses by default truck, bringing each student to ,Igram has met with much success
We still have a long way to
his respective home, terminated Iand genuine satisfaction on the
"FORE"
go but we feel we have made
an evening of merry entertainSeveral of our more athletic minded students are what ii ment which shall long be re- part.. of listeners. ...
111. proa good start. The student who
Mr. Irvine, director or uie
known as part-time golf bugs. About once a week they gral membered.
gram, urges that students show
isnot gettinghis value for the
a handful of clubs,some balls, a little cash and high off to on<
their ability as script writers by
athletic fee paid at the beginturning in any ideas for programs.
of the local golf courses. What follows is usually very picning of the year has but himAlso, those who are able to play
turesque in language and action. Jackie Hunt doesn't care
instruments or, are in any The attention of the student self to thank.
musical
Spring
which way the ball goes just so it goes high in the air. It
way talented, should-present them- body is called to the following
ball
in
the
air.
golf,
watching
the
Every Tuesday and Thursday eve- selves to the members of the radio items, from the General Informaseems to be his only joy in
is engaged in program staff.
|tion: Adding new courses— with- Just off-hand I'd say look
The higher the better. Larry McDonnell and Trevor Lewis nings the Glee Cluband
semi-classipracticingclassical
Idrawing from classes, both on Page out for the Angels. They will
keep the end of the game in view and do usually end up in the cal numbers for presentation at
Seven.
probably get the same start
Attention is also called to Page
(take that which ever way you want to). Mike concerts during the Spring quarter.
hole
as last year and keep on gothe
8 on Incompletes.
Hunt's main object in the game is embezzling the score card. Exact informationconcerning
SUPPLY
CATHOLIC
ing.
is
not
The addition of Gene
important
It is
the students unschedule of the concerts
Bob Roy was once a caddy and tries to talk shop all the available
derstand these before they begin Lillard to a veteran team
because of Father Reidy's
HOUSE
time. He made a freak hole in one a few years ago. Ray absence.
the spring quarter.
won't hurt a bit. Collins,
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
Sneeringer is perhaps the most serious minded of the lot. According to Mr. Aklin a special
Stringer, Cichocki and Engfeature of the concerts will be the Church Goods, Gifts From All
He was amember of the golf club last year andseems to have Male
Quartet, composed of Warren
lish
in the infield makes the
Over the World
absorbed some of the "finer things" of the game. Yours1 West, Wayne Carter, Dixon Irvin,
Rainiers
look rather inferior.
truly is still trying to invent a sliceless and hookless driver. and John Dillon, and the Mixed THE KAUFER CO.
The
addition
of Novikoff will
Quartet composed of Cecelia CraSo far I'm still on the list of potential inventors.
Aye.
probably
Manager
War1904
Fourth
at
release
Sandmeyer,
mer, Elizabeth
Dixson
Irvin.
West,
Wednesday
evening
and
Last
the
Seimportant
ren
HERE AND THERE
Staatz for more
Stewart St., Seattle
attle College Forum met in the Col- duties. Arnold will have the
Iwonder how Merrick and McNamee are making out
lege Building.
The two Joes are the College contribution to pro-baseball for
Elections of officers were held, boys on their toes. Dean
about
years
worry
Iwouldn't
too much
Ibut the final results were not known Cromwell of U.S.C., has been
these past two
I
when this edition of the paper went teaching the boys a bit of the
McCarthy's
men
winning
pennant
the Yanks not
the
| to press.
►
league
up
you
sewed
Or didn't
know
Be
art of fast starting with the
sure have that
A debate was held in preparation
r
4
sure and see the College-Ranger fracas this afternoon on the
for the Annual President's Debate result that rival infielders,
4
►
Room
and
Board
good
anybody
Does
Cup, the question being, Resolved: and outfielders, too, will have
Montlake courts
It ought to be
I
That medicine be socialized under to hustle.
Sophomores
The
are lookBarber Shop and
know anyone who can hit .590?
the subsidy of the FederalGovernSo is every other team in the league
ing for such a man
The Forum intends to parment.
Parlor
Beauty
Board Only
ticipate in this event. The meeting
Broadway field is sure a big improvement over Collins
closed with a discussion of ways
field
No more rocks in the leg when you slide into third Appointment
SHOWERS AND BATH
and means to make this, the newest
Your catchers will be glad to know that the athletic de- By Telephone
organization in Seattle College
ELiot 1004
1120 Broadway
4
partment has furnished a mask.
I more active.
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'Close Shave' Zeyen
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Page Four

Pledges Initiated Collegiens
Into Honorary

Go High-Brow

As Many Attend Opera —

♥

KUMHERA
and KELLY

+

EDITORIAL
(Continued from Page 2.)

Komment:

full well that not all of you can write for the paper or
New Washington
The Aegis; not all of you can participate in debating,
Dillers' In Tux. Formal
Robinson
'Killer
Dunham,
sheep (Shepa
lost
don't
be
Ceremony
Scene of
dramatics, dances, or special committees: but The
herd).
In
'7th
Heaven'
Occupy
Many
Others
Boxes
*
*
*
While
At an informal banquet held last
Spectator also realizes full well that many of the innijfht in the Mirror and Coral
Opera is an attraction. Yes, its era goers for the particular proNow that you've all had a good active students are potentially as helpful to S. C. as
Rooms of the New Washington true! Ask the Seattle College stu- duction.
skate, how about a good dance?
Hotel thirteen students of Seattle dents who attendedlast week. They Many of those mentioned above Really now, we're not joshing. Sat- the Forty or Fifty.
College were pledged into Alpha will tell you that it is an exper- made repeat appearances on other
urday, April 20, the New WashSigma Nu, the National Jesuit ience nice to remember.
One very small way in which you can show that you
nights at Aida and MadameButter- ington's Windsor Room will be the
Honorary Society. The banquet also
fly. To insert a note, we'll have scene of the season's finest dance.
explanation
beare proud of your school is to get one of those little
But a word of
marked the installation of a chapto see the head of the opera class So listen, fellas, grab a gal, a
sofurther.
This
not
a
go
fore
we
ter of Alpha Sigma Nu in SeCollege written on them.
(Wait, don't stop here at school and see if we can corsage, a carnation for yourself, car-stickers with Seattle
attle College. Installing officers ciety report
produce an opera from our mus- and, oh yes, a program (only
neither is it a
bulky, and you'd be surprised at the
were Dr. Francis E. Flaherty, Dr. reading now!)
ical-minded students. It's almost $1.25). Come on down and we'll They are not
Porter, and Dr. Pieval. Faculty drama play-up. Rather you might worth the try. But, on McDuff!
to
the
music
of
who notice the sticker. We hapenjoy
people
all
ourselves
number
I
members present were Father term it a series of notes gathered
Butterfly was the more 6f Jimmy Crane.
Madame
urge
to
* ♥♥
pen to have one on our car (?) and we have answered
Francis E. Corkery, S. J., Gerald 'at random to satisfy an opera
thoroughly enjoyed of the three
"classy"
report
go
and
an
R. Beezer, S. J., and James B.
productions. Ask Barbara Jean
all is the fact dozens of queries about S. C. just because of the
crowd.
McGoldrick, S. J.
Forthoffer and Joe LeGrand, they Most notable of
"Carmen" was the apparent jthought so. Others had the same that the members of the extinct sticker. With one of those stickers on your car, you
Ceremony Held In Mirror Room
The investiture ceremony was held large drawing card for the Col- impression, Kay Mitchell and Greg- Penguin Club were thrown into an are
a moving advertisement for the College. More
in the Mirror Room of the hotel lege students for some eighteen Ior MacGregor for instance. And uproar last Tuesday when a male
just before the banquet. After brief or more appeared. All spiffed up still others seen there were Ida friend presented them with a news- than that, you are showing other people that you beshowing
addresses on scholarship, loyalty, for the occasion were Barbara Ganzini, Marilyn and Lucy Savage, paper rotagravure section
the affairs of a penguin that at- long to a school that is something to be proud about.
and service by the installing of- Jean Dunham and Vern Robinson. and Bill Powers.
ficers prospective members took The same might be said for Bob However, Aida had its drawing tended Youngstown College for a
The above is, of course, just one small way in which
their pledges and the oath of al-.||Hiltenbrand, Bill Bates, and Jo- powers also. Ruth Butler saw it day. One of the captions read "I'm
courses,
snap
that
looking
for
legiance to Alpha Sigma Nu. |jseph Eberharter as they were ush- as did Maryalice Geyer and Flor- not
we may show our devotion to the school we attend.
is
not much.' But the last one
Father Corkery then delivered the ering the entire event (all week ida Perri.
may look intel- Seattle College is coming to a fork in the roads. On
formal address of investiture and
the high-class things!).
Ethyl Cunningham and Leah was the best: "I
tired."
Sigma Alpha Nu was established The Sorrento girls group attend- Vincent both repeated as did also lectual but I'm
3ne hand there are bigger, better, and greater things;
in Seattle College. The newly in- ed the same evening and Betty Bill Powers.
on the other, comparative oblivion. Heaven knows
vested members of the fraternity Bergevin, Mary Erskine, Betty Yep, it's quite an event. More of
were next presented their certif- Ann Noonan,Betty Pettridge, Mary you, probably, attended, but we
hat the Jesuit Fathers are doing their part to steer
icates of membership in the so- Buchanan, Ethyl Cunningham and have no definiterecord ofit. There- Chinese Missionary
us onto the high road, but their efforts are not canciety by Fr. Corkery. Their cer- Leah Vincent all enjoyed it.
fore don't be disappointed. We're
tificates received, the members Florence Gilbert, Lawrence Hoe- just trying our hand at something Speaks At Sodality
not be enough. We must help; and our help must
proceeded to the Coral Room where
repeat. Opera is
Bill Powers, and Robert Ir- 'new anyhow. So I
schen,
banquet
informal
was
held.
an
come in the form of active participation in as many
vine were the other and final op- quite an attraction.
Father Peronteau opened the
Toastmaster for he evening was
meeting with a prayer followed of our extra-curricular activities as is humanly posFr. Beezer who called on the inwith an introduction to the speak- sible. Sacrifice one night of study and go to one of
stalling officers for addresses. Fr.
er of the evening, Father Messus.
Corkery spoke briefly complimentFather Messus is a young mis- our dances. We absolutely, categorically promise
ing the members of the society on
them
activity
presenting
and
from China and had the you a good time. Such a spirit of the will to help
sionary
their
with the gold key of Alpha Sigma
honor of being the first priest
Nu. Bill Miller, president of the
to be ordainedby a Chinese Bishop. that is real school spirit.
(Continued from Page 1.)
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Catholic Worker Organization '
Establishes Seattle 'House

...

local chapter then sketched briefly
The Catholic Worker group has the donations of food and money He is also a citizen of China and
the history of Seattle College and succeeded in establishing a House to be used for the purpose of feed- gave a spirited talk on the Cathoutlined the aims of the society of Hospitality at 1010% King ing the hungry men of Seattle. olice Church in the Republic. From
to aid in the classification of the street here in Seattle. Before A tall negro was served his typi- Seattle Father Messus went on to
alumni of Seattle College and co- Dorothy Day returned to the east, cal meal of stew with vegetables, Portlyand as another stop in his
operate at all times with the stu- she saw that the new house was bread, coffee and cake and American tour.
dent body, culturally and socially. well under way, and asked that started in at the end of the line Mr. Stone from the House of
Following the banquet an inform- as much help as possible be given again. Such men are never re- Hospitality also spoke, asking for
al meeting was held to discuss the by all friends of the movement. fused second servings because contributions to this cause. He
they must be hungry to begin at told of the great expense and of
choice of a representative to the
College Students Visit
at
end of the line and await the need, not only of money, but
Convention
Milwaukee.
National
Several Seattle College students the
Outstanding Students Chosen have visited the establishment their turn again.
of prayer in order to make the
—
Alpha Sigma Nu is a Jesuit
All aid is appreciated. Serving house a success.
lnteersting reports have come
and
equivalent of the Phi Beta Kappa. back concerning the work which meals, washing dishes, donating
speech scheduled for Vernfood, clothing, furniture, money, The
To be eligible for membership in is being accomplished.
on
Robinson
was postponed to a
fuel,
are
the society one must have not only
cooking utensils, and
men in charge of the house important for the maintenance of later date due to shortnessof time.
The
rating
high
a
scholastic
maintained
that
guests have a place the house. The house is established Father Peronteau adjourned the
but.also have engaged in social seestay, their
gathering with a prayer and
and substantial
clothing,
to
activities about the college. Outbut there are still bills, bills to
food. Cleanliness is one of the be paid and it is up to the Catholic dancing followed in the ballroom.
standing students chosen for mem- outstanding
features at the house.
Those interested in the House
to pay them.
bership and approved by the facstanding in line worker's friends
Hospitality work will present
One
of
the
men
of
ulty include the following Seniors
their ideas at the next Sodality
waiting to be served remarked,
and charter members: William Mil- "I don't mind
if Idon't get quite
meeting which is to be ■held at
ler, pres., Louis Sauvain, Vice- enough to eat— just so what Ido
Mission
Barber
and
8:00 p. m., on Thursday at the
Sec-treas.,
pres., Robert Maaenga,
is
clean."
get
K.
of C. Hall.
Beauty Shop
Addison C. Smith, Daniel J. HoTwo Meals Served Daily
Prefect Louis Sauvain promises
gan.
Two meals are served everyday
1907 E. Aloha
that the next meeting will be one
Juniors accepted, all of whom a tthe House of Hospitality. Such
CA.
9732
of
vital interest and asks the
are potential presidential timber meals are provided only through
Sodalists to be there on time.
body
student
forthcoming
in the
elections, are: William J. Kelly,
Alfred R. Plachta, Joseph C. McMurray, William P. Berrard, John
E. Robinson, John R. Hiltenbrand,
Lawrence K. McDonnell, Lawrence
H. Hoeschen.
Congratulations to all of you
who have been selected for Alpha
Sigma Nu. It is a fit reward
for your active service and loyalty
while at Seattle College and should
serve as an inspiration for those
of us who are following after you.
congratulation!
Again

—

Patronize Our Advertisers
Wodlinger Drugs

Kodak Finishing
"In at one, at five they're done"
Greeting Cards, Picture Framing

COMPLETE

Fountain and Lunch Service
Madison at Minor
MAm 7575
Seattle

FRANK OACOBS, 1208 2nd Are.
Near Savoy Hotel

catholic

PAT'S BARBECUE

Breakfast— Lunches— Dinner !
P. J. Gallagher
I
]
BA. 2380
1118 12th Are.
I

HOT SPECIAL
LUNCHES DAILY
COFFEE, MILK

NurS.lK| HOUM
Near Church

VK. 4296

K» C
LuflCh ROOITI

Annetta Austin

SANDWICHES
HOME-MADE
PIES, CAKES

/jus/esfGigam/fern$c County
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IDENTISTRY
mfilmvm
as a Career

Going "two packs at a time" because

liOß^

Chesterfield is today's definitely milder,
cooler -smoking, better -tasting cigarette

$4

\

Dentistry offers an opportunity in the field of
I health service for men of
; abilityand determination.
Advanced standards have
j cut down dental school
i attendance by 44% in
recent years.
The Morquette University
Dental School is one of the
18 dental schools of the

United States whose

diplo-

; mas are recognized in all of
thestates.
The close relationship of the

i Dental and Medical Schools

I
■

'
.

at Marquette University is
on advantage to students.

Entrance requirements: Two :
years in a recognized College :
of Liberal Arts with satisfactory credits- in biology,

I chemistry, and physics.
;

i

For complete information
concerning opportunities in
dentistry, write to the Secretary,

Marquette University
Dental School, Milwaukee,

:
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the smiling hostess
who welcomes guests
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